10 Quick Questions to Ask Your Instructor Before Completing Online Homework
Each platform is different, so registration can be confusing.
Your instructor may be able to clarify the registration process for you.
Q: How do I register for this platform?
A:

Some assignments only allow one attempt per question; others allow
several attempts but lower your score with each attempt.
Q: How many attempts do I get to answer each question?
A:

You may need your textbook, lecture notes, a calculator, or other
resources to complete homework. Save time by gathering all your
materials in advance.
Q: What should I have on hand when completing homework?
A:

Some homework may have time limits. Pacing yourself and having all
needed materials on hand can save you time.
Q: How long will I have to complete a homework once I have
started?
A:

Learning about your instructor’s expectations can help you plan
enough time for homework and assess when you need support if
homework routinely takes longer than expected.
Q: How much time does homework usually take to complete?
A:

Your instructor likely knows the plaform and past challenges.
Planning in advance for how you’ll overcome challenges can save you
time and reduce frustration.
Q: What are the known issues of this homework platform?
A:

Each platform has requirements for response format, and even small
deviations can impact your score. Double-check format to submit
answers correctly the first time.
Q: How are questions answered on this platform?
A:

Hints are a useful resource, but in some classes using hints reduces
your score on the problem.
Q: What is the impact of using “hints” on a problem?
A:

Knowing how homework relates to course concepts and exams can
help you track progress and identify when you need support resources.
Q: How can I use homework to assess my performance in the
course?
A:

Knowing your resources prepares you for if you have questions or get
stuck on a problem.
Q: Are there additional resources available while completing
homework?
A:
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